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WeschTools® Announces 11 New, Unique, Time-saving, Economical Line of
Specialty Clamps, Tools, Straighteners and Accessories for the Collision
Repair Industry

The Storage Tools, Clamps, Frame Straighteners, Measuring Tools and Yoke Collections,
displaying at SEMA 2016, are all available for immediate delivery sold on-line directly from
WeschTools.com to customers.

Huntington Station, New York (PRWEB) January 25, 2016 -- Introducing the all new line of auto body clamps,
tools and accessories for the Automotive Collision Industry from WeschTools®, www.weschtools.com, the
inventor of the world popular QuickStick®. According to WeschTools® spokesperson and tools inventor, “As
the transition of vehicles from full frame to a unitized system occurred, the hand tools and equipment required
to make the repairs were forced to become revolutionized.” These high quality revolutionized tools, invented to
meet the new needs of collision shops around the globe, are sold direct from the manufacturer, eliminating
unnecessary distribution costs and passing incredible savings directly to the customer.

STORAGE:

Clamp Kart: WeschTools has now made it possible and simple to keep chains, clamps and hooks organized.
Bring the cart right to the frame machine and have the desired clamp right at your finger tips. Save time and
energy while keeping your tools organized.

CLAMPS:

This amazing self-tightening clamp is designed for those tough pulling jobs. It has a cross cut jaw with a large
grabbing surface four and a half inches. So when that heavy hit comes in, the Double Bolted Clamp will be the
right tool for the job. Pulling capacity is up to six tons.

Swivel Head - This superior clamp is the only clamp on the market that allows for a pull on a vehicle's unibody
facing in any direction, such as a wheel house. Its versatility and capabilities are endless. Pulling capacity is
three tons.

This self-tightening pointed clamp allows for those tough to grab areas. The pointed clamp can get into those
small and tight areas. Pulling capacity is three tons.

This clamp has simplified the pulling and straightening of those panels that have no access behind. Just drill a
1-5/8" - 2" hole and insert the three feet and pull away. Now a technician can access those panels that couldn’t
be accessed before. Great for large truck frame repair. Pulling capacity is eight tons.

Curved Clamp - WeschTools has designed and patented this clamp to be lighter but stronger. The actuating
hinged jaws allow for pulling multiple curves and bends. Whether the curved tab is vertical or horizontal, the
design of this curved clamp makes those pulls all possible. The aggressive jaws prevent slipping and sliding
during pulls. The pulling capacity is up to five tons.

This is a great clamp with nine inches of grabbing surface. It has many applications; however, it is commonly
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used to hold down a vehicle for a rough pull. While straightening a heavy hit, it is recommended to utilize four
clamps, two on either side of the vehicle.

Full Frame - WeschTools finally designed and patented a full frame clamp that can be used with any frame,
rack or floor system. Whether it is a heavy or light pull, the Full Frame Clamp is the right clamp for the job.
This is an affordable way to get into the light truck repair business. Don’t send these trucks out! Do it yourself
in-house, and make the big pulling bucks.

Squeeze Clamp - With its aggressive teeth, this multipurpose clamp will assure a non-slip pull. As there is a
‘home’ for the bold head, only one wrench is required to secure the clamp, just like the rest of the WeschTools
clamp line. With twelve-and-a-half square inches of grappling surface, once tightened, the clamp is proven to
stay in place.

MEASURING:

Tram Gauge Instruments are a versatile and indispensable tool for determining collision damage to unibody
cars and for checking critical measurements during repair. Use this tram gauge to check dimensions between
control points on suspension and mechanical components. The Tram Instrument makes it easy to establish
dimensions around components and to check contours by comparing measurements from one side of the vehicle
to the other.

Don’t assume that any vehicle is a minor tug. If it’s on the frame machine, treat it as if it’s a hard hit and don’t
assume that there’s not much damage by just looking at it. Verify with the tram gauge and charge for that
service – plus, gain the peace of mind that you know is right. No second guessing.

FRAME STRAIGHTENING:

WeschTools Corp. Introduces the all-new lighter but stronger QuickStick, the fastest, most economical unibody
frame straightening device on the market today. QuickStick’s unique patented design offers features not
available on any other machine and benefits for large and small shops. Quick Stick’s easy setup is made
possible by its unique three point anchoring system, which allows for a variety of pulls with just one set up.
Pulling capacity is ten tons.

About WeschTools®
WeschTools® is a registered business (Est. 1996) located in Huntington Station, New York 11746,
516.375.9943

www.weschtools.com WeschTools® designs, engineers and manufactures a proprietary line of high quality,
purpose-built and economical collision auto body tools. For example, The Grapple Clamp is used on aluminum
paneled vehicles such as the Ford F-150. WeschTool® products are only sold direct from manufacturer to
customers such as: Bruart Collision, Huntington Station, New York.
http://www.bruartcollision.com/services.html
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Contact Information
Brad Weschler
WeschTools
http://www.collisionclamps.com
+1 516-375-9943

Brad Weschler
weschtool clamps, Inc.
http://www.weschtools.com
516-375-9943

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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